Good recommendations are a key tool to increase user engagement and user satisfaction on many social networks. Here we focus on Behance, a social network for artist from various fields such as typography, street art, industrial design, and fashion. On Behance, the artists can connect by following each other, display their work in online portfolios, and brows each other's work. Each user has a personalized dashboard which is an integral part of the Behance experience.
INTRODUCTION
Many web applications thrive on an engaged and happy userbase. Often the key to keeping users happy and engaged is to give them good personalized recommendations as to which content to look at, which news articles to read, what music they might want to listen to, what product to buy, what movie to watch, which old friend to connect with.
Many recommendation systems use past user behavior data such as what a user has previously looked at to find new items a user might be interested in. Collaborative filtering approaches such as matrix factorization [11, 12] and Poisson factorization for count data [2] embed both the users and the items in a latent abstract space which captures similarities between users and items based on the past behavior data. Users with similar past behavior will be embedded closely to each other and their similarities are used to extrapolate recommendations.
In this work we propose a probabilistic model for modeling two types of user behavior data together. We show that by combining viewing behavior data with following behavior data we can improve recommendations on Behance.
The Behance social network. Behance is a social network for artists, graphic designers, and creatives from various fields such as typography, street art, industrial design and fashion. On Behance, the artists can share their projects in digital portfolios and browse each other's work. Many users choose to subscribe to artists whose work they are interested in by following them. Each user has a personalized dashboard with suggested portfolios to view. The dashboard displays the portfolios of recent projects of followed artists.
Hence, users who follow many artists whose work they are very interested in will find the dashboard more useful for browsing artwork than users who follow few or irrelevant artists. Hence, good who-to-follow recommendations are important to improving a users' dashboard. In addition, the dashboard can be improved by reranking the portfolios on the dashboard according to what-to-view recommendations of the system.
What-to-view and who-to-follow recommendations. A typical collaborative filtering approach addresses the what-to-view and the who-to-follow recommendation task separately from each other. For what-to-view recommendations we can learn the users' viewing preferences from the data of which portfolios the users have previously looked at, i.e. the matrix of user-portfolio viewing behavior. The who-to-follow recommendations would be handled by a separate model which extracts the user' following preferences from a user-user following matrix. We present a Poisson factorization approach for both recommendation tasks in Sec. 2.1.
A joint behavior model. In this work we show that by using a unified model for both data sources we can improve both the whoto-follow and the what-to-view recommendations. The following reasons support using a joint model:
1. More data to learn the users' preferences: Both information on what portfolios a user has viewed and who the user has followed sheds light on what kind of artwork/artists the user likes. By combining both data sources we have more data to learn the users' preferences.
2.
Confounding by social structure: The social network (i.e. the following behavior of the users) directly affects the users' browsing behavior on Behance. Many users will look at the projects posted by a close friend (or their boss) simply because they know the person and not necessarily because the work exactly matches their artistic interests and preferences. By explicitly modeling the effect of the social network on the viewing behavior we can gain a more granular understanding of the preferences of the users and avoid misinterpreting interest for social reasons as interest because of viewing preference. 3. Improved recommendation performance: As we show in Sec. 3 on real data from Behance the joint model outperforms the models for the individual data sources both in terms of who-to-follow and what-to-view recommendations.
METHOD
Consider N Behance users, each of which has N u projects publicly posted on Behance. Next assume we observed a list F of user user pairs (u, u ) denoting that user u is following user u . For notation we introduce binary variables f uu which indicate whether user u follows user u or not. In addition, we observe a list V of user user item triplets (u, u , j) denoting that user u has viewed project j of user u . Accordingly, the binary variable v uu j is an indicator whether user u has viewed project j of user u or not.
We first present Poisson factorization for separately modeling F and V . The joint behavior model is then presented in Sec. 2.2.
Poisson Factorization
Poisson factorization is a collaborative filtering model for count data. Here we review the model that uses the viewing data V to embed each user u and each project u j 1 into a latent space which captures the similarity between users and their affinity to like other projects they have not viewed before. In the latent space, two users' locations will be close to each other, when they have had similar past viewing behavior. The projects are also embedded in the same space and their latent locations will be close to each other when they have been viewed by many users with similar preferences.
The dimensionality of the embedding K, has to be fixed in advance. Each user u is associated with a latent preference vector a u ∈ R K and each project u j is associated with a latent style attribute vector c u j ∈ R K .
The generative process is the following:
1. For each user u ∈ {1, · · · ,U} draw each component k ∈ {1, · · · , K} from a gamma distribution:
1 we use and indexing strategy for the projects which also tracks the user u which owns project j. This convention is useful for the joint model presented in the next section.
For each user
3. For each triplet (u, u , j), draw the observation from a Poisson likelihood:
A similar Poisson factorization model can be used to model the following behavior. There each user u is still associated with a latent preference vector a u but also with a latent creative skill vector b u . The mean of the (Poisson) likelihood of user u following user u is now a T u b u . In this paper we propose a model which builds on Poisson factorization but jointly models the viewing and following behavior. The joint behavior model is presented in the next section.
Joint Behavior Model
Like Poisson factorization, the joint behavior model embeds the users and the items in a latent space which captures similarities between users in terms of their follow and viewing preferences and in terms of their creative skills and captures the similarities between projects in terms of their latent style attributes. Each user has two locations in the latent space. One for their artistic skills and one for their preferences. The preference vector of a user will affect both which artists the user is likely to follow and which projects the user is likely to view. This means that during inference for the joint behavior model both data sources can be used to learn a user's preferences. Having the additional data is useful in many ways but is particularly exemplified by trying to learn the preferences of a user who has browsed some projects but not yet followed anyone. The Poisson model from the previous section cannot induce any estimate of who a user might want to follow before this user has decided to follow at least one person. The joint model we propose here, will facilitate estimating a users preferences for following someone from the user's project viewing behavior.
The joint behavior model also addresses that users view projects for different reasons which do not necessarily reflect only their viewing preferences. In this work we explicitly model that some views happen because the user follows the owner of the project. The likelihood of user u viewing project u j owned by user u is a weighted average of different explanations. Either user u does not follow user u but genuinely is interested in user u 's work, or user u does follow user u . In that case, user u is either genuinely interested in the project or user u is viewing it just because user u is the owner.
Imagine for example that user u is a graphic designer. In the following three scenarios different "explanations" would dominate the likelihood term of whether user u viewed project u j. When u is a random artist user u does not know then user u's latent preferences together with the style attributes of project u j affect the view likelihood most. When user u is someone user u follows on Behance the follow might affect whether the viewing likelihood in one of two ways. User u could be a fantastic fellow graphic designer whose work user u genuinely likes to brows for inspiration. On the other hand, user u could be a relative or friend of user u and so u is browsing their work not because user u genuinely likes it but for social reasons.
The generative process of the joint behavior model is as follows: 1. For each user u ∈ {1, · · · ,U} draw each component k ∈ {1, · · · , K} of the user's preference vector from a gamma distribution:
2. For each user u ∈ {1, · · · ,U} draw each component k ∈ {1, · · · , K} of the user's artistic skill vector from a gamma distribution:
3. For each user u ∈ {1, · · · ,U}, for each project j ∈ {1, · · · , N u }, draw each component k ∈ {1, · · · , K} from a gamma distribution:
4. Draw the scaling parameters
5. For each pair (u, u ) with u = u , draw the observation whether u follows u from a Poisson likelihood:
6. For each triplet (u, u , j), draw the observation from a Poisson likelihood:
Variational Inference
The next goal is to use the observed following and view data to estimate the user preferences, their artistic skills and the project specific attributes that best explain the data under the joint behavior model.
To get these estimates we want to compute the posterior distribution p(θ |V , F ) over the model parameters θ = {a u,k , b u,k , c u j,k , f 0 , v 0:3 }. Since this computation is intractable we use the mean-field assumption and approximate the posterior with a fully factored variational distribution [9, 14] , which requires that we define the functional forms of the q distributions. The parameters of the q distributions are the variational parameters. We place a gamma distribution on all parameters in θ whose shape and rate parameter we need to optimize. In addition we introduce multinomial auxiliary variables as in [2] .
The general variational objective we seek to maximize with respect to the variational parameters of a particular q is
which can be shown to minimize the Kullback-Leibler divergence between q(θ ) and the true posterior p(θ |F , V ). Using the standard procedure, each q(θ i ) can be computed using the formula
Variational inference turns the posterior inference task into an optimization task. In each iteration we fix all but one latent variable and optimize the variational parameters of it's q-distribution using Eqn. 11. We run this coordinate ascent algorithm until the variational objective (Eqn.10) stops increasing.
EMPIRICAL STUDY
We study the joint behavior model on a data set of real user interactions on Behance. The data set contains about 1M follows and 16M views of 100K unique users with a total of 400K portfolios. In around 20% of the views of this data set, the viewing user also follows the owner of the portfolio. The other 80% of the views are not associated with a follow.
We fit three models to the data:
• Poisson factorization on the follows (PFF)
• Poisson factorization on the views (PFV)
• Joint behavior model on the follows and views (JBM)
We compare JBM to Poisson factorization on two recommendation tasks: who-to-follow and what-to-view recommendations. The data F , V are randomly split into train and test data as follows: For each user u we randomly select 10% of the users user u follows and ignore the follow in the training data F train . Instead this will be part of the test data F test .
We also make all the views user u has made of projects the heldout users own part of the test data V test and ignore these views in the training data V train .
Additionally, we hold out another 10% of the views of each user at random. These held-out views are part of V test but not of V train .
Results are reported in terms of precision and recall at 20 in Table 1. The joint behavior model significantly outperforms Poisson factorization in both tasks.
DISCUSSION
We have presented a probabilistic model for both the viewing behavior and social network of users on Behance. In the joint model, the latent preferences of a user affect both what kind of artists the user might want to follow as well as the user's interest in the art projects on Behance. Because of this shared mechanism, both the following behavior data and the viewing behavior data sheds light on a users preferences.
This can help with the cold start problem in some cases: When a user has not followed any users yet the unimodal Poisson factorization model would have no data to provide who-to-follow recommendations even if this user has already browsed many projects. This is not an issue for the joint model which can already extract some information about the users' preferences for who they might want to follow from their viewing behavior.
The model can be fit efficiently using variational inference (Sec. 2.3) and in Sec. 3 we empirically show that the joint model improves who-to-follow and what-to-view recommendations which are important for increasing user engagement on Behance.
